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Abstract 

 

The Discourse of Women’s Art in 1990s China:  

Context, Motivation, and Interpretation 

 

Chun-Wei Lin, M.A. 

The University of Texas at Austin, 2016 

 

Supervisor:  Richard Shiff and Yunchiahn C. Sena 

 

This research examines the discourse of Women’s Art (Nüxing yishu) in 1990s 

China. I stress the critics’ and curators’ role in naming, defining, and interpreting female 

artists’ works as Women’s Art. What was the relationship between female art production 

and the critics’ understanding of those works as Women's Art?  

I found that Women’s Art pointed to the incorporation of craft and representations 

of women or women’s minds. I argued that male artists of this period also applied 

domestic materials to their art and represented men in them. I intend to unpack the 

motivations of each critic within the history of Women's Art. Critics Xu Hong and Liao 

Wen developed this discourse to achieve visibility for women artists while attempting to 

make contemporary Chinese art history comparable to developed Western countries. I 

also analyzed the critical conversations of four female Chinese artists’ works: Yu Hong’s 

Portrait series, Liu Hong’s Soliloquy No. 1, No. 3, and No. 4, Lin Tianmiao’s The 

Proliferation of Thread Winding, and Cai Jin’s Banana Plant No. 58. Content and style 

were closely related to their interpretations. The subsequent exhibitions featured their 
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works, and the critics’ discussions of these works were not limited to Women’s Art. Lin’s 

and Cai’s works do not include female bodies, and therefore, their critical interpretations 

have been limited to the discourse of Women’s Art. These two artists did not particularly 

favor this label, and their tactics were to redefine the meanings of Women’s Art. In sum, 

my goal is to expose the complex dynamics between female art production and the 

discourse of Women’s Art in 1990s China.  
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Introduction 

 

My thesis examines the individual artistic production of women artists and the 

Chinese critics’ discussions that form a discursive category of Women’s Art (Nüxing 

yishu) in China during the 1990s. Women artists’ works in 1990s China had been 

regarded by some as a self-grown movement, with women artists demonstrating their 

awareness of their gender identity by depicting women and women’s experiences in their 

art. I emphasize the equally important role of the critics in naming, defining, and 

interpreting these works as Women’s Art. I ask, how did the female art production and 

the critics’ understanding of those works as Women's Art challenge and relate to each 

other? 

Studying the artworks of female Chinese artists Yu Hong, Liu Hong, Lin 

Tianmiao, and Cai Jin, I defer from answering, in my point of view, the question “Is this 

Women’s Art?” For to answer this question, I would need to define Women’s Art. While 

I have traced the definition of it in the context of Chinese criticism in the 1990s, I delay 

from providing an answer myself. Under a new definition of Women’s Art or another 

interpretive label, female artists might continue to face the circumstance where critics 

associate their works entirely with the stereotypes of their sexuality. It would thus flatten 

the manifold dimensions of their works. I believe it is necessary to examine the strategies 

and pitfalls of previous critics before renewing this discourse. I posit myself as an 

outsider in analyzing the discourse of Women’s Art in 1990s China. 
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As art historian Stephan Bann said, to seek meaning is not like the activity of 

opening up Chinese nesting boxes where a set of smaller boxes are hidden in larger boxes 

and,  

[W]e open one at a time until we find what is bound to be the smallest and most 

secret box in the center. It is certainly a process in which one problem solved 

discloses another, but the movement is outwards, in the social dimension, rather 

than inwards, converging on a private truth.1  

 

Therefore, to interpret artworks is to “measure its participation in the multiple codes 

which govern the collective consciousness.”2 I give close attention to the “collective 

consciousness” of 1990s China and that of particular artists, critics, and curators. Chapter 

one explains how Women’s Art discourse was shaped by three factors: the individual 

artist’s search for contemporaneity, the popularization of the Western feminist concepts 

of gender, and the critics’ desire to synchronize with the global art world. In chapter two, 

I analyze the art criticism and exhibitions of Women's Art, to uncover the definition of 

Women’s Art and the motivations for creating this discourse. Women’s Art pointed to the 

incorporation of craft and representations of women or women’s minds. I argued that 

male artists of this period also applied domestic materials to their works. They 

represented in their art ambiguous life experiences as well as figurative and biographical 

content of oneself. The motivations of critics and curators, Xu Hong and Liao Wen, were 

                                                 
1 Stephen Bann, “Meaning/Interpretation,” in Critical Terms for Art History, ed. Robert S. Nelson and 

Richard Shiff, 2nd ed (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003), 128. 

2 Ibid. 
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to achieve visibility of female artists and to make contemporary Chinese art history 

comparable to Western countries.  

Chapters three and four examine Yu’s Portrait series, Liu’s Soliloquy No. 1 (fig. 

1), No. 3 (fig. 2), and No. 4 (fig. 3), Lin’s The Proliferation of Thread Winding (fig. 4), 

and Cai’s Banana Plant No. 58 (fig. 5). These works were at some point labeled as 

Women’s Art. I focus on how critics and curators read their works as Women’s Art as 

well as how these artists responded to them. Analyzing the critical discussions of these 

works and gender, I do not suggest that artworks have gender. Art historian David Joselit 

explained, “they [artworks] participate in visual procedures of gendering—in short, they 

engender.”3 Joselit emphasized the subject and context-dependent nature of reading art 

as feminine or masculine. He added “images engender because it is through them—

through their ingestion or embodiment by subjects—that gender is expected for oneself 

and for others.”4 In the case of Women’s Art in 1990s China, one sees that the meanings 

of these works have been engendered again and again, though not in the same directions, 

but by the subjectivities of the female artist and critics.   

Joselit underlined that when images are regarded as gendered, these gendered 

readings actually depend upon the “agreement” of a relationship between the visual icons 

and language/meaning. Art historian Whitney Davis succinctly put it that in the emphasis 

of “difference” in female art production is actually “a system of differences organized in 

                                                 
3 David Joselit, “Do Images Have a Gender?,” in Global Visual Cultures: An Anthology, ed. Zoya Kocur 

(Chichester, West Sussex ; Malden, MA: Wiley-Blackwell, 2011), 58. 

4 Ibid. 
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classes of agreements.”5 In chapter four, I explain that Lin and Cai broke the 

“agreement” of the meaning of Women’s Art through redefining the term with their own 

voices. Lin discredited the existence of it because she thought there had never been a 

women-led feminist movement in China. Cai reformulated Women’s Art as any art made 

by women, thus rendering the discourse insignificant. The four chapters together expose 

the complex dynamics between female art production and the discourse of Women’s Art 

in 1990s China. 

                                                 
5 Whitney Davis, “Gender,” in Critical Terms for Art History, ed. Robert S. Nelson and Richard Shiff, 2nd 

ed (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2003), 330. Emphasis original. 
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Chapter 1: Background for Women’s Art in 1990s China 

  

This chapter lays out the context for the development of Women’s Art (Nüxing 

yishu) in 1990s China. I focus on three important developments during this period: the 

new approach taken by artists who engaged in personal art experimentation; the entry of 

contemporary Chinese art into a global context; and the influx of Western feminist ideas. 

Women’s Art practice and criticism grew out of a specific moment in China where the 

society was rapidly changing and on its way to a modernized and globalized urban 

society. Communist leader Deng Xiaoping’s “open door” policy opened China to foreign 

investments but also foreign cultural influences. The goal of making art transitioned from 

revitalizing Chinese society to focusing on individual, everyday life experiences. Women 

artists, along with male artists, engaged in personal experimentation with their art. 

Moreover, interacting with international curators for their international exhibitions, 

Chinese curators became aware of the lack of female artists in Chinese art movements 

and exhibitions.   

 

FROM THE COLLECTIVE TO THE INDIVIDUAL 

 

The Culture Revolution (1966-76) was a nationwide political campaign enacted 

by Mao Zedong, then leader of the Chinese Communist Party, to carry out his visions of a 

thoroughly Communist society. He was determined to wipe out “four olds:” old culture, 

old habits, old customs, and old ideas. The officially-approved art style of socialist 
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realism—depicting Chinese people engaged in mass labor or the worship of Mao—

required artistic production to be “socialist” and “proletarian.”6 During the Cultural 

Revolution, propagandist imagery of model proletarians dominated the visual culture 

within public sphere in China. Therefore, artistic creation served political purposes rather 

than, self-expression or the critical thinking of the artist.7 In this move for depicting an 

ideal and working Chinese society, Western modern art and traditional Chinese paintings 

were prohibited. Any artistic individuality or experimentation was denounced as 

bourgeois.8 

After the Cultural Revolution ended in 1976, artists were once again allowed to 

experiment with different artistic expressions, as they did before the start of the Cultural 

Revolution.9 As Western art and philosophical theories entered China during the late 

1970s, young intellectuals and artists around the nation engaged in discussions of culture, 

tradition, modernity, and the meaning of Western theories for Chinese contexts.10 

Herbert Read’s Concise History of Modern Painting was translated in China in 1979.11 

The following year, the journal Art in Translation was founded, and the publication 

                                                 
6 Wu Hung, Contemporary Chinese Art (New York, NY: Thames & Hudson, 2014), 18. 

7 Ibid., 90. 

8 Ibid. 

9 Ibid. 

10 Zhang Xudong, “On Some Motifs in the Chinese ‘Cultural Fever’ of the Late 1980s: Social Change, 

Ideology, and Theory,” Social Text, no. 39 (1994): 129. 

11 Gao Minglu, Total Modernity and the Avant-Garde in Twentieth-Century Chinese Art (Cambridge, 

Mass.: London: MIT Press ; in association with China Art Foundation, 2011), 101. 
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translated Western modern art theories, most notably, British art historian Ernst 

Gombrich’s writings.12 In 1985, the survey show of Robert Rauschenberg was held in 

the National Art Museum of China, Beijing, inspiring a generation of young Chinese 

artists to experiment with abstraction and multi-media art.13  

Many artists in the 1980s experimented with Western modern art styles, aiming to 

reinvigorate Chinese society after censure and a cultural environment controlled by the 

Chinese Communist Party during the Cultural Revolution. The activities of this 

generation of artists who worked “outside the state-supported system” were later called 

’85 New Wave (1984-1986), as 1985 was the year these activities reached their height.14 

More than eighty artistic groups, each with their own ideological and aesthetic agenda, 

contrary to Maoist socialist realism, appeared across China.15 However, the collective 

working method symptomatic of the ‘85 New Wave dissipated gradually after 1987.  

Artist Zhang Peili, a leader of the Pond Society, thought the group consisted of more 

“ideological hot air” than genuine creativity.16 Many artists at that time were also aware 

that the emphasis on collective grand ideologies and abstract concepts became too 

                                                 
12 Wu Hung, Contemporary Chinese Art (New York, NY: Thames & Hudson, 2014), 55. 

13 Gao Minglu, Total Modernity and the Avant-Garde in Twentieth-Century Chinese Art, 101. 

14 Paul Gladston, Contemporary Chinese Art: A Critical History (London: Reaktion Books, 2014), 108. 

’85 New Wave was coined by art historian Gao Minglu.  

15 Gladston, Contemporary Chinese Art, 107. 

16 Wu Hung, Contemporary Chinese Art, 66. 
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philosophical and irrelevant to everyday life, diverging from the original purpose to 

rebuild the Chinese society.17  

This shift from the collective to the individual was partly due to the change in the 

artists’ perspective to become more realistic with their ideals for their art production, 

which had already burgeoned in the years of the ’85 New Wave. A stronger force that 

facilitated this shift was the government ban on any exhibitions unauthorized by the state. 

This ban followed after the turbulences during the China/Avant-Garde exhibition in 

February 1989 and the Tiananmen Square Massacre, a government crackdown on 

students protesting for negative consequences of the economic reform, in June of the 

same year. China/Avant-Garde was forced to shut down in February because artist Xiao 

Lu fired gunshots towards her own exhibited installation Dialogue as part of her work.18 

Her act signaled a rebellious spirit which the government could not tolerate.  

As a result of the gunshot incident and the Tiananmen Square Massacre, the 

government exercised more scrutiny on the Chinese art world to limit uncontrolled 

exhibitions without government approval. Moreover, in the wake of the Tiananmen 

Square Massacre, artists wanting to make social changes felt impotent against 

government gun power. Female artist Yu Hong recalled the distinct change of 

atmosphere in an interview, “All of a sudden everything changed with the Tiananmen 

Square Massacre, no one thought of art anymore. Art was too far away and did not 

                                                 
17 Ibid. 

18 Gao Minglu, Total Modernity and the Avant-Garde in Twentieth-Century Chinese Art, 163. 

The China/Avant-Garde exhibition opened on February 5, 1989, but it was shut down twice. The first time 

was after artist Xiao Lu’s performance. The second shut-down was on February 15 and 16 as the show 

received anonymous threats to place bombs in the exhibition if it were not shut down.  
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pragmatically contribute to the society.”19 For artists, there was also a general sense of 

uncertainty about the consequences of making art not in the official approved socialist 

realist style.   

Moreover, changes in everyday life, in response to the commercialization and 

urbanization of Chinese society in the 1990s, encouraged artists to rethink how their art 

can genuinely reflect the conditions of their life. Deng Xiaoping’s “open door” reform of 

developing a market economy opened China up to foreign investments and cultural 

influences.20 The rapid transformation of city sceneries to skyscrapers and the 

appearance of factories set up by foreign companies were most evident in urban cities. 

With China’s commercialization and urbanization in the 1990s, Chinese artists 

considered how their art could reflect the conditions of fast-paced changes to their 

everyday lives.21  

Many Chinese artists in the 1990s were involved in a cultural trend that came to 

be known as dangdaixing. Dangdaixing, which can be translated as “contemporaneity,” 

was a pluralistic approach that embodied a variety of different styles, rather than 

dogmatically following a single style, medium, or subject, as many artists of the previous 

decade had done.22 If the experimental artists in the 1980s aspired to create works of art 

                                                 
19 Yu Hong, Yu Hong de zaoqi zhanlan yu “xinshengdai” huihua de shengcheng-- Wang Meng duihua Yu 

Hong [Yu Hong’s early exhibitions and “New Generation” paintings-- Wang Meng in conversation with 

Yu Hong], interview conducted by Wang Meng, April 27, 2006, http://www.cafa.com.cn/c/?t=816542. 

20 Wu Hung, “Introduction: A Decade of Chinese Experimental Art (1990-2000),” 15. 

21 Ibid., 14. 

22 Ibid. 
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which communicated their ideals for the future of art and society, artists in the 1990s 

wished to make art that could reflect the “here” and “now” of one’s circumstances of life, 

or the life of their generation—without attempting to argue one’s work as the only 

version of it.   

Most young artists who were active in the early 1990s and born after 1960, 

meaning that they only experienced the Cultural Revolution as children, had not lived 

through the revolution in the formative years leading up to their adulthood. When asked 

how the Cultural Revolution impacted her artistic creation, female artist Cai Jin (b. 1965) 

stated she had, “forgotten most of it,” and did not find her works related to those years 

although scholars have interpreted her works as such.23 These younger artists are less 

“fascinated with historical evolutionism” but more into using their art to reflect their 

personal conditions and the conditions of people in their generation.24 

One aspect of this search for contemporaneity was the attention to gender 

difference by artists and critics in exhibitions and art writings in the early to mid-1990s: 

The World of Women Painters in 1990, critic Xu Hong’s “Walking out of the Abyss: My 

Feminist Critique” in 1994, and the exhibition Women’s Approach to Chinese 

Contemporary Art curated by Liao Wen in 1995. Women’s Approach was the first 

                                                 
23 Cai Jin, Cai Jin (Chang sha: Hunan Fine Art Publishing, 2012), 410. Wu Hung associated Cai Jin’s use 

of the color red in Banana Plants with the experience of the Cultural Revolution. See Wu Hung, 

Transience: Chinese Experimental Art at the End of the Twentieth Century (Chicago: The David and Alfred 

Smart Museum of Art The University of Chicago, 1999), 83–85. 

24 Wu Hung, “Introduction: A Decade of Chinese Experimental Art (1990-2000),” 14. 
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exhibition of female artists that attempted to theorize works by them instead of only 

presenting an all-woman artist show.  

As art historian Wu Hung put it, in the 1990s, artists “disengaged themselves 

from large-scale political, ideological, and artistic movements,” and “focused more on 

developing individual languages as expressions of personal ideas and taste.”25 There was 

a shift from the collective exploration in the 1980s to the individual art-making in the 

1990s. I conclude that this change is due to the artists’ realization of the unfruitful 

collectiveness, the post-Tiananmen government ban on unauthorized art exhibitions, and 

changes in the artists’ daily lives which led them to reconsidering the relationship 

between art and everyday life. 

 

CONTEMPORARY CHINESE ART IN A GLOBAL CONTEXT 

 

The art production of 1980s China was more concerned with the internal lineage 

of contemporary Chinese art, even though artists then were absorbing Western art 

theories and considering their application in Chinese contexts. Art production in 1990s 

China engaged more deeply with the international art world, becoming a branch of global 

contemporary art rather than domestic art activities.  

Chinese artists began exhibiting works outside of China through large-scale 

international exhibitions, such as the Venice Biennial or survey shows of contemporary 

Chinese art. As part of the post-colonial efforts of European and American art institutions 

                                                 
25 Ibid., 13. 
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to represent non-Western art, Chinese artists were invited to exhibitions abroad. 

International curators abroad usually had a key contact in China and were brought over to 

tour artist studios. Then they selected works they wished to include in their exhibitions 

outside of China. The first exchange of this kind was the Magiciens de la Terre 

(Magicians of the Earth) in 1989 at the Georges Pompidou Centre in Paris. The curators 

claimed the exhibition was the “first global exhibition of contemporary art,” and intended 

to feature artists from the “centers” and “peripheries” of the world.26 For the first time, 

contemporary Chinese artists made their first official presence within the international art 

world. In the face of international audiences, Chinese artists, critics, and curators started 

to ask themselves, what is contemporary Chinese art? And perhaps more consciously, 

how do I present myself as representative of contemporary Chinese art?  

I argue that the creation of the discourse of Women’s Art was largely the critics’ 

and curators’ attempt to “catch up” with the global art world after realizing that gender 

had not yet been critically discussed in contemporary Chinese art. In her article “Walking 

Out of the Abyss,” Xu Hong firmly asserted that “people should realize, modern art 

without the emergence sober and self-conscious feminist art, it is an incomplete modern 

art.”27 Xu was suggesting a comparison of artistic developments in China with those of 

                                                 
26 Three Chinese artists were included in the peripheries section: Huang Yong Ping, Gu Dexin, and Yang 

Jiechang. See Jean Hubert Martin, Magiciens de la Terre [Magicians of the Earth] (Paris: Editions du 

Centre Pompidou, 1989). 

27 Xu Hong, “Walking Out of the Abyss: My Feminist Critique,” in Contemporary Chinese Art: Primary 

Documents, ed. Wu Hung and Peggy Wang (New York: Durham, N.C: Museum of Modern Art; 

Distributed by Duke University Press, 2010), 193–94. Originally published as “Zouchu shenyuan: Wo de 

nuxingzhuyi piping guan” in Jiangsu huakan [Jiangsu Pictorial] 163, no. 7 (1994): 17. Translated by Lee 

Ambrozy. 
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Americas and Europe where feminist art movements had emerged since the 1960s. For 

artists regarded as making Women’s Art, some went abroad to Western countries to 

survey their contemporary art developments there.  

Some contemporary Chinese artists moved abroad in the late 1980s and the 1990s, 

including the artists of Women’s Art. These overseas experiences exposed artists to 

exciting centers of global contemporary art, and also forced Chinese artists to re-think 

their own artistic position and cultural identity. Artist Lin Tianmiao (b. 1961) moved to 

New York City in 1988 with her artist husband Wang Gongxing, who aspired to develop 

a career in the United States. Though Lin had only become a professional artist in 1995 

upon their return to China, she recalled her experience in New York, “every exhibition 

that I saw in New York influenced me deeply, first in terms of material and second in 

terms of how to express myself. In the end, I began to think about the question of ‘Who 

am I?’ I focused on the idea of individualism. It was painful.”28 She absorbed New 

York’s pluralistic artistic expressions, and tried to conceptualize the idea she sought to 

express and its material form, which she would later demonstrate her ability to do so in 

presenting gender in her work The Proliferation of Thread Winding.  

 

GENDER DISCOURSES AND WOMEN ARTISTS IN CHINA: THE 1980S AND THE 1990S  

 

                                                 
28 Lin Tianmiao et al., Bound Unbound: Lin Tianmiao (Milano: Charta, 2012), 17. 
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In order to analyze cultural production through the lens of gender on Women’s 

Art in contemporary China, I will review feminist thinking in China to comprehend the 

intellectual understanding of gender in the 1990s. In doing so, I plan to tackle the 

unspoken mentality behind Women’s Art criticism. I briefly describe gender discourse in 

the Mao era (1949-76) and in the 1980s.   

During the Mao era, the Chinese Communist Party campaigned for the 

emancipation of women from Confucian patriarchy because they thought Chinese feudal 

traditions placed women at the bottom of society. Mao argued that women’s problems 

were politically tied to the well-being of the country. Meaning, only when women were 

treated as equal to men, could the country’s mass be liberated. Women’s emancipation 

was linked to Mao’s main political goal of class liberation and indicated the degree of the 

nation’s liberation.29 However, Mao’s kind of gender equality was an equality measured 

by conventional masculine standards (rather than men becoming more feminized). The 

People’s Daily declared in July 1966, “times have changed, and men and women are on 

an equal footing. The women comrades can do what the male comrades do.”30 This 

seemingly androgynous and equal gender discourse would become the primary focus of 

scrutinization in the 1980s.31 

                                                 
29 Wang Zheng, “Research on Women in Contemporary China,” in Guide to Women’s Studies in China, 

ed. Gail Hershatter, China Research Monograph 50 (Berkeley: Institute of East Asian Studies, University of 

California, Berkeley, Center for Chinese Studies, 1998), 8–9. 

30 Paul John Bailey, Women and Gender in Twentieth-Century China, Gender and History (Houndmills, 

Basingstoke, Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan, 2012), 122. 

31 Wang Zheng, “Research on Women in Contemporary China,” 8–9. 
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In the early 1980s, interest in gender difference surged. As Chinese scholar Wang 

Zheng argued, this enthusiasm was a rejection of the desexed and politically unstable 

years of the Cultural Revolution and women’s reaction against a legalized gender 

equality that held men as the standard.32 For Chinese intellectuals in the 1980s, women 

were inherently and biologically different from men, but in the Mao era, women were 

suppressing their natural state to be the same as men. Describing an essentialized and 

universal “human nature” became a popular intellectual topic in theoretical and literary 

works in the 1980s.33 Many writers cited scientific studies in the West of how women 

are innately different than men, thus to be feminine was just a return to the natural state. 

A main figure in Women’s Studies in the 1980s, Li Xiaojiang, often used “science,” 

“nature,” and “essence,” revealing her appeal to scientific knowledge to demystify 

Maoist political discourse.34 The theoretical trend had shifted from a gender-blind 

position in Maoist discourse to a gender-differentiation position in the 1980s.  

At this time, female academic artists fully embraced this discourse of femininity 

which emphasized the return to the natural state of women. The women artists who were 

in the official art systems of art academies resorted to the content of traditional parlor 

paintings (guige hua) in pre-Maoist China. Guige hua was a style that entailed images of 

plants, flowers, pure and innocent girls, and loving mother and sons. Imagery included 

                                                 
32 Ibid., 18–19. 

33 Ibid., 19. 

34 Ibid., 21. 
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bright sunlight, people at leisure, and the sweetness of dreams.35 According to Liao Wen, 

“what they feared most was that people would say they were not ‘women’ artists.”36 

Regarding artist activities, there were more and more government organized woman-only 

exhibitions during this period. For instance, some of these exhibitions include Women 

Sculptures Exhibition (1981) at the Central Academy of Art and 10 Female Printmakers 

(1985) in the China Art Museum.37 

On the other hand, the gender discourse of femininity in the 1980s did not make 

as much of an impact to experimental artists. The participants of the avant-garde 

movement did not initiate an influential discussion of gender in their art. Many felt that 

they were still fighting for the right to make experimental art in the face of the 

government, and the issue of feminism could only be dealt with when human rights 

problems were solved. Gao Minglu, the organizer of the Avant/Garde exhibition in 1989 

said, “During ’85 New Wave, including women artists, no one brought up the concept of 

‘Women’s Art.’ At that time, people sought for commonality, and not the issues of 

‘marginal groups.’”38 Even though women’s rights issues were not raised in the 

                                                 
35 Liao Wen, “Women’s Art as Part of Contemporary Chinese Art since 1990,” in The First Guangzhou 

Triennial - Reinterpretation: A Decade of Experimental Chinese Art (1990 - 2000), ed. Wu Hung (New 
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movement, there was a sparse presence of women artists; for example, Hou Wenyi in 

Shanghai, Bao Jianfei in Zhejiang, as well as Huang Yali, Wei Ming and Luo Ying in 

Hubei.39 Inspired by this movement, women artists in Shenzhen came together to 

organize Shenzhen Women Artists Exhibition in 1985.40 This is the only all-woman 

activity of experimental artists that I have found in my current research. And 

disappointingly, there is very little recorded about women artists in the documents of the 

’85 New Wave. In the two archives, each compiled by Gao Minglu and Fei Dawei twenty 

years after ’85 New Wave, no female artist has an individual entry. Saving the lack of 

archival material was what followed in the mid-1990s. The Fourth United Nations 

Conference on Women (FUNCW) in Beijing introduced and popularized new gender 

theories to Chinese artists and critics. 

The FUNCW, held in Beijing in 1995, was an important event that made 

significant changes to Chinese feminism in the 1990s. It enabled Chinese feminists to 

break from feminist discourses of the previous decades that claimed essentialized 

knowledge of women, problematically couched in class liberation or scientific evidence. 

Seminars in preparation for the conference commenced after the decision to hold 

FUNCW in Beijing was finalized in 1992. The seminar “Chinese Women and 

Development—Status, Health, and Employment” held at Tianjin Normal University in 

1993, joined Chinese Women’s Studies intellectuals and Chinese emigrants who pursued 
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graduate study in the U.S. More than a hundred people from all over China attended this 

seminar.41  

Although some Chinese writers discussed the concept of gender during the 1980s, 

this seminar was, for most participants, the first encounter with the feminist concept of 

gender (shehui xingbie).42 Gender, here, emphasized the performative – culturally and 

socially constructed – qualities of gender, rather than biological quality. As Judith Butler 

famously said, “Gender [is] …the very apparatus of production whereby the sexes 

themselves are established.”43 The strength of gender as a conceptual tool lies in the 

shifted focus “to a hierarchical system that reproduces and is sustained by unequal power 

relations.”44 Wang Zheng remembered how Chinese participants were eager to learn 

about Western theories and methodologies. “Even a high-ranking national Women’s 

Federation cadre said candidly, ‘Marxism is not enough to analyze women’s problems in 

today’s China. We need new theories and tools, and we should learn anything that can 

help explain Chinese women’s problems.’”45 Through the publication of seminar 
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conversations, the discussions of gender in the Tianjin Seminar were able to reach a 

larger audience.46 

One of the slogans for the FUNCW was “mainstreaming gender” (shehui xingbie 

zhuliuhua) which urged people to extend gender equality in policy-making and personal 

lives.47 This “mainstreaming” highlighted the concept for a broader audience. The 

preference for the term “gender,” rather than feminism (nüxing zhuyi), may have been 

because feminism felt like a much more aggressive word, connoting a struggle that was 

thought of as related to the political turmoil of the Cultural Revolution. Gender, on the 

other hand, implied a milder and more neutral sense and associated more with academia 

than politics. 

The appearance of the term gender as shehui xingbie can be found in writings of 

critics of Women’s Art, where they demonstrated that they understood the social 

dimension of gender. For example, critic and curator Liao Wen asserted, “Women’s 

Approach indicates how women artists perceive the world and express their feelings in 

artistic forms different from men because of their social gender, the way the society has 

shaped them, not because of biological differences.”48 She summarized the characters of 

the Women’s Approach in the exhibition of the same name. Audiences could locate these 

characters in Endless Binding and Knitting (fig. 6) Representation of Ambiguous Life 
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Experiences (fig. 7), Internal Dialogues (fig. 8). However, without adequately explaining 

the social factors causing women to create artworks this way, the characters would easily 

be interpreted as the fundamental qualities of women artists’ works. Thus, Liao Wen 

oscillated between enacting an essentialist and a post-structural position on womanhood. 

This case could be explained as the transitioning phase between trends of women’s 

studies in the 1980s (women naturally different than men) and 1990s (women socially 

formed differently than men), as explained above.  

 In short, this chapter outlined the background for the formation of Women’s Art, 

which was the shift to personal art experimentation, contemporary Chinese art entering a 

global art stage, and the entrance of feminist ideas. The first phenomenon enabled women 

artists to create personalized artworks. The second and third aspects motivated critics to 

actively establish the Women’s Art discourse in the form of criticism and exhibitions. 

The Women’s Art criticism and exhibitions, as well as the motivations of the critics, will 

be discussed in detail in the next chapter.    
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Chapter 2: The Formation of the Women’s Art Discourse 

 

The activity of looking and reading artworks is never naïve. As the British scholar 

of feminist art history, Hilary Robinson, eloquently describes,  

The discourse around artworks— the critical writings, the theoretical constructs 

used to validate readings of them, the venues in which they are seen, the market 

value given them, the other artworks selected alongside them, and so forth— all 

of these help form the social meanings ascribed to them. On an individual level, 

we reach understandings of artworks through the meditation of words. Although 

artworks may provoke in us a visceral reaction, and one’s bodily reaction to them 

is crucial, we reach understandings of how and why this might be so, and what its 

implications are, through thinking, discussing, and writing.49 

 

Robinson underscores that through language we gain our understanding of visual culture. 

She also reminds us we should be mindful that textual descriptions may be “partial” yet 

“totalizing.” They provide one exclusive interpretation, yet at the same time supply the 

reader with the total truth.50 These interpretative issues are particularly salient for 

understanding Chinese women artists’ works in the 1990s. This is because critics were 

coming into terms with ways to explain the emergence of female artists, and the content 

of their works about everyday women, craftwork, and abstraction. However, critics often 

associated qualities of their works with the stereotypes of their sexuality, which limited 

the complexity of these objects. 
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 Women’s Art (Nüxing yishu) is a discursive category created by Chinese critics 

and curators in the 1990s which referred to art made by women, art showing women or 

feminine perspectives, or art with a feminist intent. The discursive boundary of Women’s 

Art transitioned in the early and mid-1990s through criticism and exhibitions from art 

made by women to a more nuanced theoretical framing which tightened the definition of 

Women’s Art to feminine works. Critics and curators have presented the concept of 

Women’s Art in the form of art criticism and exhibitions, most notably: The World of 

Women Painters (1991), the article “Walking Out of the Abyss: My Feminist Critique” 

(1994) and Women’s Approach to Chinese Contemporary Art (1995). This chapter traces 

the formation of Women’s Art, first by recognizing the important role of the critics and 

curators in contemporary Chinese art as interpreters who ascribe meanings and values to 

artworks and determine the place of these works in art history; second, identifying a 

working definition of Women’s Art; and third, understanding the motivations in forming 

the category of Women’s Art by analyzing criticism and exhibitions against the backdrop 

of the increasingly globalized art of China in the 1990s.  

 

THE EMERGING ROLE OF CRITIC AS CURATOR 

 

 During the ‘85 New Wave and the exhibition China/Avant-garde, intellectuals 

versed in art history and philosophy assumed the role of interpreting artworks and art 

movements, even organizing exhibitions and volunteering as a self-assigned 

spokesperson. At that time, the concept of a curator did not exist in China. Instead, Gao 
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Minglu, an art critic, called himself the “organizer” of that exhibition. Critics were at the 

forefront and played the key role of presenting art to the public.51 In fact, the distinction 

between critics and curators was not so clear then, as critics who were versed in 

academics naturally became the organizers of exhibitions. China/Avant-garde was the 

first time critics took on the role of the curator.52 These critics felt that they had great 

responsibilities in contextualizing the history of contemporary Chinese art.  

After 1989, the government terminated the art magazines Meishu Sichao and 

Zhonggui Meishu Bao which offered critics space for writing contemporary Chinese art 

history.53 More critics who were not associated with official art institutions took their 

enthusiasm for configuring art history to the role of “independent curator” (duli 

zezhangren),54 a role with which they had become more familiar after China/Avant-

garde and interacting with international curators who came to China. Two exhibitions 

were curated by critics in 1992: The Second Documents Exhibition and Guangzhou 

Biennial Art Fair (Oil Painting Section). The curator of the former, Wang Lin, believed 
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that Chinese curators held all responsibilities for collecting documents of the recent art 

development, thereby enhancing the academism of contemporary Chinese art.55 The 

curator of the latter, Lü Peng, took on the responsibility of the curator to create a 

domestic commercial art market of contemporary Chinese art. He believed that without 

domestic markets, art production in China would be corrupted by the demands of foreign 

markets as more foreign collectors collected contemporary Chinese art.56 These wide-

ranging projects show how independent curators played an increasingly important role in 

fostering developments of, and interpreting, contemporary Chinese art. 

Feminist art critic Liao Wen, who was involved in the ’85 New Wave and a 

contributor to the journal Zhongguo Meishu Bao from 1987-1989, became aware of the 

scarcity of female artists when she came into contact with a female curator from the 

British Museum in 1992.57 The British curator had heard about the recent avant-garde art 

developments in China and wanted to visit artist studios to see some art.58 According to 

Liao Wen, the curator was excited when she met her, and asked whether China had any 

feminist art. Liao Wen replied that human rights problems had not been solved in China; 
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There was no foundation for feminism, needless to say, feminist art.59 After this 

encounter, she began to question exactly why there were not many female artists.60 

Around late 1993 to early 1994, Liao Wen noticed that female artists had started studios 

as well, and their works featured qualities that she found closely related to women’s 

psychological state and life. Liao Wen, as an independent curator, curated the exhibition 

Women’s Approach in 1995 to feature these works.61 This was the first exhibition of 

female artists that attempted to theorize works by them instead of only presenting an all-

woman artists show. This exhibition demonstrated how critics like Liao Wen played a big 

part in contextualizing female artists’ appearance and works in China. 

 

DEFINING WOMEN’S ART AND ITS MOTIVATION 

 

 Value judgments are criticism’s goal, yet, “value and judgment themselves are—

and were from the start— the troubled object of criticism.”62 In other words, criticism 

often begs more criticism. Thus, this section situates art criticism that ascribes values 

onto artworks by women as subjects of scrutiny and is concerned with the discursive 

boundaries of Women’s Art. What kinds of artworks were included under the umbrella of 
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Women’s Art? What were the motivations behind these criticism in the context of 

increasingly pluralistic and globalized art landscape with receptions of feminist theories? 

To identify the boundaries of Women’s Art and its motivations, we first encounter 

the question of what Women’s Art is in the context of contemporary China. The term 

itself is tricky because its undeniable literal meaning is art made by female artists. 

However, as curators and critics developed more nuanced frameworks for exhibitions on 

and discussions of women artists’ works, the signified meaning has also begun to point to 

art with females, traditionally understood feminine contents, or feminist intents.  

The exhibition The World of Women Painters in 1990 took place at the Central 

Academy of Art. The reason for organizing Women Painters derived from an earlier 

exhibition sponsored by Guangxi Arts Publishing House, Works of the Chinese Nude Oils 

Exhibition (fig. 9) in 1988. It showcased paintings of nude female bodies created by 

mostly male art teachers at the academy; Yu Hong was this show’s only female artist.63 

This exhibition was a success for the publisher because it generated a lot of interest from 

the public, resulting in high admission revenues. Since female subjects brought so much 

enthusiasm, the publishing house thought, why not make an exhibition comprised of 

women artists? They asked Yu Hong to organize and show her work under the title of 

World of Women Painters. Yu asked her fellow female classmates and recent graduates to 

present their paintings with her. They were all trained in figurative painting from the 
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Academy, and their paintings included images of women (fig. 10) or symbolic images of 

their minds (figs. 11 and 12). At this time, the term Women’s Art was not in use, but 

critics such as Sun Jingbo have started to discuss female consciousness (nüxing yishi). He 

wrote a review of this exhibition, “what is unique in this show is that it revealed ‘nüxing 

yishi’ [female consciousness].”64 He added:  

Before this exhibition, we cannot figure out the gender of the artist just by looking 

at the work because female artists tend to delineate the world through men’s view, 

where women are obedient, elegant and lacking self-confidence. […] In this 

exhibition, they are not afraid of how others think of their work, but genuinely 

representing their own self through painting their actual lives.65 

 

The assessment by Sun indicates that he believed women and men have different art 

languages. This mentality persisted into critic Xu Hong’s article “Walking Out of the 

Abyss.” 

While women artists showed their works in exhibitions like Women Painters, a 

critical analysis of the representation of female artists and their framing did not exist. 

Feminist critiques had appeared in Chinese literary circles, but they were not applied to 

art criticism. Critic Xu Hong wrote the first feminist critique of contemporary art in 

China, the article “Walking Out of the Abyss.” This important article called out the 

systemic gender inequality in contemporary Chinese art, and was presumably the first 

instance of the term “Women’s Art.”  
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Specifically, Xu Hong stated that the art system, “chose a piece by the female 

artist who most closely abides by the standards and tastes.”66 Xu detested that male 

judges evaluated women artists’ works via a male standard. She criticized the Chinese art 

world as a “narcissist abyss of homogeneous magnetism” dominated by men, evident by 

the recent event of the Guangzhou Biennial in 1992 where selection committees used 

standards Xu regarded as masculine to judge which works of art to select for the 

Biennial.67 Xu added that if women artists were to produce personal and individualistic 

works, they would be criticized as petty and emotional, unconcerned about broader social 

and philosophical issues. Along with the selection criteria of the Biennial, which will be 

discussed in full detail in chapter three, one finds the masculine language that referred to 

figurative oil paintings related to larger social and philosophical issues.  

Moreover, Xu revealed that for female artists to survive in this system, the only 

thing they could do is diminish their own distinctive female perspectives in order to 

adhere to the system. Similarly, the Western feminist writer Shulamith Firestone wrote 

more than twenty years ago in her book The Dialectic of Sex that,  

[A] woman who participates in (male) culture must achieve and be rated by 

standards of a tradition she had no part in making—and certainly there is no room 

in that tradition for a female view, even if she could discover what it was. In those 

cases, where a woman, tired of losing at a male game, has attempted to participate 

in culture in a female way, she has been put down and misunderstood, named by 

the (male) culture establishment ‘Lady Artist,’ i.e. trivial, inferior.68 
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However, I believe Xu’s view on the separation between male and female artistic 

production was somewhat oversimplified. The transition from adapting fixed styles 

informed by philosophical theories to pluralistic styles, everyday and individualistic 

content in the 1990s was not a phenomenon unique to female artists, but can also be seen 

in male artists’ art.  

 Xu’s foremost motivation behind changing institutional standards was for women 

artists to gain visibility in the Chinese art world. Xu described that women have only 

been able to participate art activities by tokenism: “occasionally, one or two women are 

invited merely for show, but even so these women are excluded from all substantial 

verdicts and declarations.”69 In the early 1990s, artists could not organize group 

activities or exhibitions without government approval. If female artists wanted to show 

their works in exhibitions, the system needed to accept the female art language, which Xu 

believed was distinctively different than men’s. What seemed like an argument for the 

inclusion of female artists turned out to be one that asked for the acceptance of more 

personalized content. 

Secondly, Xu Hong had a nationalistic motivation. Xu called upon both men and 

female artists to emerge from this gender-based abyss because without feminist 

perspectives, the Chinese art world is only a “half-baked” one. At the end of her article, 

she asserted that “people should realize, modern art without the emergence of sober and 
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self-conscious feminist art is an incomplete modern art.”70 In other words, “female 

participation will transform women’s current predicament, and it will transform human 

culture, including the plight of art, and in other facets of society.”71 In the same article by 

Firestone, she expressed the same view. “It is only after we have integrated the dark side 

of the moon into our worldview that we can begin to talk seriously of universal 

culture.”72 What was the half-baked art world compared with in the context of 1990s 

China? Because during this time the Chinese art world thrusted itself into global art 

activities, Xu deliberately compared art in China with that of Europe and the United 

States, where feminist art had been developing since the 1960s.  

 In the review of Women Painters, we see that in 1990 critic Sung had observed 

that women artists were finally presenting their “true” side of female language. In both 

this review and Xu Hong’s article “Walking out of the Abyss,” the underlying message 

was that art made by female artists should be different from art made by men. The female 

and male artistic languages were discussed as independent and non-overlapping fields.  

A year later, in celebration of the FUNCW, the title of the exhibition Women’s 

Approach, curated by female critic Liao Wen, posited that art made by women artists can 

reflect a distinctly feminine way of seeing the world. “Women’s Approach” was her 

brand of Women’s Art, which was not so different from what Xu and Sun had previously 
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discussed. But Liao offered richer details as to what Women’s Approach was and 

provided additional theoretical explanation. Three out of the four artists I introduce in the 

following two chapters were included in this exhibition. 

Liao Wen placed Women’s Approach in the context of the increasing 

individualized art language in the 1990s, where she acknowledged that sexual difference 

is just one perspective, among geographic, national, and environmental differences for 

viewing a holistic landscape of artistic expressions. The exhibition was organized into 

three sections, which also represents the characteristics of the Women’s Approach: 

Endless Binding and Knitting, Representation of Ambiguous Life Experiences, and 

Internal Dialogues.73 The last is the biographical and figurative portrayal of women 

artists. She deduced that these women artists’ works have qualities of repetition, 

fragmentation, minuteness, and irrationality.74 Moreover, Liao added that these artists 

are mostly not concerned with how the audience will comprehend these works but enjoy 

the process, sometimes repetitive labor, of making the works.75 These detailed 

descriptions filled in the blanks of what exactly Women’s Art looked like. 

The purpose of this exhibition was to reveal these differences and the ways 

women artists were escaping the so-called art language of male contemporaries. This, in 

fact, was a curatorial strategy characteristic of the second generation feminists in the 
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U.S., but Liao Wen refrained from using “feminism” (nüxing zhuyi) because, as 

mentioned in the previous chapter, the association of feminism in Chinese with power 

struggles was reminiscent of the Cultural Revolution— antithetical to the post-Mao 

ideology of neoliberalism. 

We can also find a patriotic voice behind her exhibition essay. She applauded that 

contemporary Chinese art, after the experimentation with Western modern art style, was 

now in sync with the global art world, which she explained concentrated on expressing 

individualized feelings. Moreover, for Liao, the emergence of what she understood as 

distinctively female perspectives was “a signal of progress.”76 Her comparisons expose 

that she was mindful of fabricating contemporary Chinese art history to one that was 

current with Westernized global narratives. Liao also argued that men and women should 

both confront and react to the present culture directed by male consciousness. This is 

because the progress of feminist discourse is a sign of progress of the good life for all 

people. 

Despite this emphasis on difference, however, Liao Wen made sure to stress that 

these attributes of Women’s Approach were shaped by social constructs and not inherent 

in biological gender. These traits were conceptualized as a working definition or 

“unfinished closures” which could change in the future.77 But her framing of Women’s 
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Art reduced it to traditional feminine qualities. This happens in two important ways. First, 

she did not examine works by women artists who did not have a traditional feminine 

style. This leads us to assume that all women artists produced art in the same styles. 

Second, Liao Wen initiated a discourse related to quality, in which she regarded those 

artworks that incorporated domestic objects or used objects to symbolize their “chaotic” 

experiences as more admirable and original. In contrast, Liao considered those women 

artists using so-called men’s language of realist paintings with human figures as less 

inventive, such as Liu Hong’s Soliloquy No. 3 and No. 4. In this way, she reinforced the 

idea that there are two distinct and separate cultures in operation: one masculine, and the 

other feminine. 

In fact, men made art with these qualities Liao described as well. Song Dong’s A 

Kettle of Boiling Water (1995) (fig. 13) performance included the domestic object of a 

kettle. He poured boiling water onto the icy ground of a small alley in Beijing. Zhu Jinshi 

made Sudden Enlightenment (1994) (fig. 14), which was a bunk bed with medical needles 

inserted on the surface of the bed. In his Assignment No. 1: Copying “Orchid Pavilion 

Preface,” (1992-1995) (fig. 15) Qiu Zhijie laboriously copied the ancient masterpiece 

again and again for three years, until the paper was covered in black ink and the texts 

were no longer legible. This work displayed his fascination with process. Like female 

artist Liu Hong’s Soliloquy series, male artist Zheng Hao’s Thursday Afternoon (1995) 
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(fig. 16) also utilized realist techniques and included male figures. He used it to 

symbolize his insecurities living in an urban environment. Yang Shaobin’s oil painting 

No. 8 (1997) (fig. 17) is a blurred and poetic self-portrait, which is an image of 

ambiguous life experiences and has a symbolic and biographical tone. These works by 

male artists substantiate the fact that the qualities Liao Wen deduced from the women 

artists’ works in Women’s Approach were not exclusive in women’s artworks but men’s 

as well. 

In conclusion, the Women’s Art discourse in 1990s China started out as a 

discussion of female consciousness of female academic artists’ works by reviewers of 

Women Painters, which hinted towards the belief that the languages of male and female 

artists’ works were different. Female critic Xu Hong’s article “Walking Out of the 

Abyss” also asserted this notion by calling out judges using “male” standards to judge 

Women’s Art, which was personalized and not concerned with philosophical issues. Liao 

Wen’s exhibition Women’s Approach, which was also her version of Women’s Art, more 

clearly explained that it was Endless Binding and Knitting, Representation of Ambiguous 

Life Experiences, Internal Dialogues, and fascination with process. Examining the art 

production of men during the same time, we realize that men created artworks like the 

above as well. The motivations of Xu Hong and Liao Wen were firstly to gain visibility 

for women artists and to establish women artists’ worth within the canon. They both also 

had a nationalistic tone, proposing that without Women’s Art, the Chinese art world is 

incomplete. 
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Chapter 3: Yu Hong and Liu Hong 

 

In this chapter, I compare female artists Yu Hong’s Portrait series (1989-1990) 

and Liu Hong’s Soliloquy series (1990-1997), respectively, with their corresponding 

exhibition and critical contexts. This will help clarify how female art production and the 

critics’ understanding of those works as Women's Art (Nüxing yishu) challenge and relate 

to each other in 1990s China. The comparisons will outline the early developments of 

Women’s Art, where easel paintings depicting women played a big part. These 

juxtapositions of interpretations on paintings depicting women also reveal that the 

discussions of them were not necessarily reduced to gender only. Critics assessed 

Portrait series and Soliloquy series alongside the canonical developments of New 

Generation artists and realist paintings. 

Yu Hong (b. 1966) and Liu Hong (b. 1956) both worked in realist styles taught by 

art academies that favored figurative painting styles Mao adopted from Russia in the mid-

1950s.78 Realism was a dominant trend in twentieth-century Chinese art. After 1949, the 

U.S. continued to exert pressure on the Chinese Communist Party, forcing China to lean 

towards the former Soviet Union. The Chinese government borrowed the socialist realist 

tradition from the Soviet Union in the 1950s, and by the 1960s, it had become the 

                                                 
78 Chen Jie, “Review- Russia to the Max,” China Daily, May 25, 2007, 

http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/cndy/2007-05/25/content_880044.htm. Russian artist Konstantin 

Mefodyevich Maximov (1913-93) taught at the Central Academy of Fine Arts from 1955 to 1957.  
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Chinese national style, associated with the proletarian revolution.79 Although artists had 

relative freedom to explore alternative art methods after the end of the Cultural 

Revolution in 1976, many of those from the art academies continued painting 

realistically. Rather than the avant-garde artists who participated in the ’85 New Wave, 

artists like Yu Hong and Liu Hong came from a more conservative artist community that 

practiced painting in the realist style and perfected their draftsmanship.  

After the Tiananmen Square Massacre, the art environment in China suddenly 

cooled down. As Yu Hong recalled, “people stopped caring about art after that event.” 

Moreover, she added, “during the ‘85 New Wave, people focused on social and political 

issues and were rather impetuous. After that period and especially after the June Fourth 

Movement, people became calmer and more introspective, paying more attention to life’s 

realities and their individual roles.”80 As the stringency from the June Fourth incident in 

1989 gradually faded away, academic artists found new ways to express themselves 

neither in the provocative rebellious style of the avant-gardes nor the social realist style. 

They retained the realism in their works but with slight innovations—imbuing them with 

elements of surrealism and pop art, which entered China during the mid-1980s. 

 

                                                 
79 Shao Yiyang, “Why Realism? From Social Realism to Neo-Realism in Modern Chinese Art (Part I),” 

CAFA ART INFO, October 25, 2011, http://en.cafa.com.cn/why-realism-from-social-realism-to-neo-
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80 Wu Hung, Contemporary Chinese Art (New York, NY: Thames & Hudson, 2014), 133. 
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YU HONG- PORTRAIT SERIES  

 

Through introducing Yu Hong’s Portrait series in the context of the two 

exhibitions, The World of Women Painters and New Generation, these narratives reveal 

the early discursive discussions of Women’s Art and how this new academism was an 

entry point for female artists like Yu Hong to showcase their undeniably “feminine 

perspectives.” These new subjects of everyday women absent in paintings in the 1980s 

caught the attention of Chinese critics. By critiquing them as the emergence of female 

consciousness, critics initiated the conversation of Women’s Art.   

Yu Hong, majoring in oil painting, graduated from the Central Academy of Arts 

in Beijing in 1988. This school was very prestigious in China, but relatively 

conservative.81 Yu Hong was known for her sketching skills, winning praise from the 

instructor with her drawing of Michelangelo's David, which was her first assignment in 

the academy.82 Recalling her art education, she said, “my education basically inherits the 

realist style in Russia. The fundamental training [to create art realistically] is very solid, 

and this has influenced my aesthetics later on— I avert from making art that is too 

theatrical or over-the-top.”83 While some of her contemporaries experimented with more 

                                                 
81 Yu Hong, Yu Hong de zaoqi zhanlan yu “xinshengdai” huihua de shengcheng-- Wang Meng duihua Yu 

Hong [Yu Hong’s early exhibitions and “New Generation” paintings-- Wang Meng in conversation with 

Yu Hong]. 

82 Wu Hung, Contemporary Chinese Art, 132. 

83 Yu Hong, Yu Hong 2007 (Taipei: Eslite Gallery, 2007). 
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symbolism and expressionism in figurative paintings, her commitment to realism made 

the images in her paintings relatively true to everyday life. 

A year after her graduation, Yu Hong was asked to organize an exhibition called 

The World of Women Painters sponsored by the Guangzhou Publishing House. It was 

scheduled to take place in 1989, although a delay followed because of the June Fourth 

Incident that same year.84 She was the organizer of this exhibition, though not in a 

curatorial sense. The title was already set from the beginning by the publishing company. 

It had no carefully-considered curatorial approaches other than the fact that the title 

designated all of the paintings to be created by female artists. Since Yu Hong invited her 

fellow female classmates from the Academy to feature their works, this opened up an 

opportunity for young female academic artists to showcase their art. 

Yu Hong created the Portrait series (1989-1990) for this exhibition, which 

included ten paintings.85 They are paintings of her female classmates in modern attire, 

such as denim and sportswear, portrayed in a pop-influenced, magazine-advertisement 

style as Red and Green Portrait (1989) (fig. 18), Beige Portrait (1989) (fig. 19), and 

Purple Portrait (1989) (fig. 20) attest. On the motivations behind this series, Yu Hong 

said, “when painting them, I did not have a particular artist’s style in mind, I just want to 

make the images very pretty: girls all like pretty colors and want to be pretty. But 

                                                 
84 Yu Hong, Yu Hong de zaoqi zhanlan yu “xinshengdai” huihua de shengcheng-- Wang Meng duihua Yu 

Hong [Yu Hong’s early exhibitions and “New Generation” paintings-- Wang Meng in conversation with 

Yu Hong]. 

85 Ibid. 
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ironically, this effort made the paintings seem empty; there was something about the 

figures that detached them from their environment.”86  

Compared to older figurative painters active at the same time who were interested 

in the relationship between society and philosophy (scar art and native realism), Yu 

Hong’s generation, those artists born in the 1960s, were much more concerned with the 

quotidian, and found the theories of those older generations too distant from their lives.87 

Yu Hong was looking for an outlet in her despair and uncertainty about the future. She 

captured the modern appearance and the dispassionate body languages of young women 

in the Portrait series. She said, “they look calm and fashionable on the outside, but inside 

they are looking for a path besides drifting along.”88 The grounds in these paintings are 

flat, like carefully selected backdrops in advertisements to showcase the models in the 

foreground. And the young women are portrayed in detail, making them so real yet so 

distant. Their facial expressions are like models in advertisements, unattached.  

Yu Hong’s Portrait series, with other figurative paintings in Women Painters, 

were considered as “down-to-earth,” genuine, and observant of the realities of everyday 

life. This reception contrasts with critics’ view of those artists in the ’85 New Wave who 

were most concerned with “selecting” a style first, then adapting that style with their 
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content.89 These portraits were considered “non-classical” in its flatness and filtering of 

colors. Critic Sun Jianbo also noted how Yu Hong captured the indifferent attitude of 

young women. Additionally, critic Fan Dian commented on Women Painters, “female 

consciousness has not been discussed much in the past. […] The subjects in these 

paintings are mostly women, The World of Women Painters is actually the world of 

women. Therefore, the celebration of female consciousness is the underlying theme of 

this exhibition.”90 Specifically, Fan noted that many artworks depict women as objects of 

the gaze, but these works represent the subjective world of women.91  

In the year following Women Painters, the Portrait series showcased once more 

in the New Generation Art exhibition in 1991. The inclusion of this series offered an 

alternative interpretive framework, which included the association with the New 

Generation artists. New Generation artists were those trained from art academies, who 

derived their materials from personal experience and developed a proclivity for painting 

the sceneries of urban life.92 I introduce this exhibition to highlight the fact that the 

Portrait series is attached to two narratives: that of Women’s Art and that of the New 

Generation. The additional association with New Generation artists further diverted the 

Portrait series from a strictly “women’s perspective of the world” reading.  
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New Generation was one of the first major contemporary art exhibitions 

showcased after 1989, when unapproved modern art exhibitions and pro-modern art 

journals were banned.93 This exhibition occupied a position “beyond orthodox art and 

the rebellious avant-garde,” showcasing the artworks of young academically-trained 

artists who share Yu Hong’s educational background.94 

In regards to Yu Hong’s Portrait series, critic Sun and Fan’s readings of them are 

actually not so different from how the artist herself discuss these works in its intent and 

place in contemporary Chinese art. How the Portrait series fits into Women’s Art is 

apparent without unclear boundaries: Yu Hong is female, and the subject of her paintings 

are young women living in the urbanized area of Beijing, like her. In other words, these 

works did not necessarily present any problematic for the definition of Women’s Art 

because no gray space existed for the interpretation of realistic “portraits of women 

painted by a woman.”  

 

LIU HONG- SOLILOQUY NO. 1, NO. 3, AND NO. 4 

 

Female artist Liu Hong studied painting and graduated from the Sichuan Art 

Academy in 1986. After graduating, Liu continued to teach at Sichuan Art Academy. She 

was most known for her award in Academic Excellence in the Guangzhou Art Biennial in 
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1992 with Soliloquy No. 1, her first painting in the Soliloquy series created in 1991.95 

She was also the only female artist among those awarded prizes. Although she left for 

Germany immediately after her submission, she continued to exhibit works in China, 

including Soliloquy No. 3 and No. 4 in Women’s Approach curated by Liao Wen. The 

Soliloquy series was also featured in “Female Chinese Painters Special Issue” in Meishu 

Wenxian magazine in 1995. The criticism in 1992 had not yet genderized her work, 

nevertheless, critics began to label her works as Women’s Art in the exhibition and 

criticism in 1995. This suggests how much critical discussions can affect the 

communication of artworks.  

I start with analyzing the reasons for her award by consulting the jury’s comments 

of Soliloquy No. 1. From October 20 to 28, 1992, the Guangzhou Biennial Art Fair (Oil 

Painting Section) adopted an open application format and solicited paintings from all 

over China.96 The criteria for selecting the works were “academic standards.” The 

criteria included five points: (1) the directness of artistic languages, (2) the cultural 

specificity of the content, (3) the effectiveness of communicating the content to the 

                                                 
95 In the artist curriculum vitae provided in Meishu Wenshian 1995.2, it identifies Soliloquy No. 2 (1994) 

as the painting selected for the Biennial. However, I believe it may have been misidentified. The Biennial 
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96 See Wang, “Responding to the World: Contemporary Chinese Art, Exhibitions, and Criticism in the 
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participants. It offered twenty-seven awards—two for first place, five for second place, and twenty for third 

place—each with a cash prize. A jury comprised of art critics narrowed down the submitted works to 
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audience, (4) the quality of materials and techniques, and (5) the above must be derived 

from the context of Chinese realistic oil paintings and artists cannot simply take up and 

copy Western art.97 The last point is the organizers’ nationalistic attempt to control the 

developments of Chinese art history, preventing it to merge with Western developments. 

This forced those who submitted their works to continue with the traditional and 

officially accepted realistic painting style. 

Xu Hong, critic and author of the article “Walking Out of the Abyss” (1994), 

expressed her contempt for these criteria, as explained in detail in the previous chapter. 

Xu described the scenario of the selection process as “a group of men sit around and 

discuss what artwork by which female artist is up to their standards for participation, or 

which aren’t. In the end, they choose a work by the female artist who most clearly abides 

by their standards and tastes; then they attach their prosperous critique to the artwork.”98 

Xu Hong was especially uneasy with comments such as “female painters don’t concern 

themselves with culture at large, they are only concerned with trivialities that surround 

them and personal emotions.”99 Through studying the case of Soliloquy No. 1 awarded in 

the first Guangzhou Biennial, one finds that Liu Hong’s Soliloquy No. 1 has a restrained 

quality in palette, geometrical forms and is relatively personal in content. The title 
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Soliloquy strongly suggests so. Therefore, her work operates between the sterotypes of 

the male (rational, concerned with society) and female (emotional, engaged with the 

personal) binary most critics believed in. But the takeaway here is that these criteria may 

not have just opposed works by women concerned with the personal and the everyday, 

but works by both male and female artists who were interested in trivialities and personal 

emotions. The reason that Xu Hong found that the jury can be biased may be because Xu 

herself believed that sexuality influences visual content.  

Soliloquy No. 1 is an oil painting of a nude woman sitting in a surreal space with 

her body facing the front and her left hand ceremonially gesturing to the left, which is 

also the direction that she faces. Though monochromatic and has different tones of gray, 

the background suggests spatial depth. In perspectival space there are three elements 

(from far to close) between the women and the gray background: a black platform on 

which the woman’s toes rest; solid gray horizontal rectangle; and a piece of red cloth 

seemingly draping on a square block on which the women is sitting.  

Among the seven jury members’ comments on Yu Hong’s Soliloquy, they praised 

her merging the real and the surreal, two-dimensionality and three-dimensionality, 

modern and classic, specificity and universality, and realism and symbolism.100 The jury 

was impressed with her novelty in traditional realistic styles, while not creating a painting 

entirely incomprehensible. These comments seem to align with the criteria listed above 

regarding technique, understandability, and extending the development of Chinese easel 

                                                 
100 The seven jury members were: Lü Peng, Zhu Bin, Yi Dan, Yan Shanchun, Yang Xiaoyan, Shao Hong, 

and Huang Zhuan. Lü Peng, “Guangzhou Biennial Art Fair — Jury’s Comments (Liu Hong, Talk to 

Oneself),” 1992, Lü Peng Archive in Asia Art Archive in Hong Kong. 
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paintings. As for cultural specificity, this is a painting of a woman who look distinctively 

Chinese. The comments mentioned her new way of constructing a painting with the 

subject of the nude body, but none of them mentioned women’s perspective, women’s 

consciousness, or Women’s Art. 

Xu Hong, the feminist art critic and the editor of the special issue of Meishu 

magazine (fig. 21), titled “Female Chinese Painters Special Issue,” opened the issue by 

writing,  

Proceeding into the last decade of the 20th Century, thinking freely from multiple 

perspectives has become the mainstream today. And one of the most energetic 

and progressive potentials is from women’s voice. They have always been forced 

to be silent. Thus, many historical accounts emphasize men’s voice and neglect 

women’s—this is not fair. [……] In anticipation that the next century will be 

filled with love and hope, women have started their actions. [……] Hopefully 

readers will no longer use an androcentric standard to read their works with bias, 

but give those works with specifically female voices more room to express 

themselves.101 

 

This separation of male (rational, concerned with society) and female (emotional, 

engaged with the personal) aesthetics from the “Walking Out of the Abyss” article by Xu 

Hong published in 1994 still persisted here.  

In Liu Hong’s artist statement of Soliloquy in this issue, she stated:  

I am always interested in people; people’s psychological states mesmerize me. I 

am absorbed in looking, looking at people and looking at myself. Feelings and 

inspirations for art gradually emerge and become alive in these activities. So I 

mutely communicate with this world, I talk to myself in these paintings.102 
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From this statement, we can see that the inspiration for creating Soliloquy came out of an 

interest in observing, inspecting, and reflecting herself and others. The paintings were 

outlets for these reflections.  

This magazine issue invited one critic for every female artist to pose questions 

about their work, and the magazine published the questions and answers. This was 

conducted by mail, meaning that the critic came up with all of the questions before 

receiving any answers.103 They provided insights into the artists’ intentions, of course, 

guided by the interviewer’s questions. Meng Meng, who interviewed Liu Hong, was 

particularly invested in the issue of “artistic language,” or the iconographical meaning of 

each element in Soliloquy. According to Liu Hong, the heaviness of the color was to 

provoke the audience to think. The sharp redness was to evoke contrast and irrationality, 

an open icon for readers to insert their own associations. Moreover, according to Liu 

Hong, she attempted to get rid of any cultural specificity, particularly in covering the 

woman’s head with a red cloth in Soliloquy No. 2 to No. 7. She said abstracting the 

human head to an icon (red cloth) “communicates a metaphysicalness, which makes the 

paintings closer to the secluded conditions of ‘Soliloquy.’”104 By covering the head, Xu 

made women into icons suggestive of, universality.  
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In the end, the critic Meng concluded, “Soliloquy is actually the loss of language, 

entering the [art] language system with no language.”105 Meng added that it relied on a 

set of self-constructed language system rather than a continuation of the visual language 

system in society, or “logocentrism.”106 Meng said this because, for one who was 

concerned with iconography, she could not find meaning in the draping and the geometric 

shapes, hence a disruption of logocentrism, a language of one’s own.    

In the exhibition Women’s Approach, Liao Wen also discussed Liu Hong’s 

Soliloquy in terms of artistic language. Nevertheless, she was less positive about it 

breaking the logocentrism. Liao Wen thought Soliloquy and other female artists who 

depicted female figures still relied on a figurative and narrative strategy to express 

themselves. Liao equated this strategy with men’s language. Liao thought that artists like 

Liu Hong relied on the art language provided to them to feature female consciousness. 

However, what Liao found most valuable in the Women’s Approach was actually the 

ability to surpass the available art language. This was not simply women painting 

women, but women artists constructing an entirely new set of visual semiotics to express 

their feelings.107 The underlying assumption of Liao Wen was that abstraction and works 

without human figures do not have definite meanings for the readers, effectively making 
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it harder for viewers to apply iconographical analyses. This would enable women artists 

to forge a field of their own, namely that of Women’s Art.  

By tracing the interpretation of the Soliloquy series by different critics in various 

contexts, one finds that in the Biennial in 1992, Soliloquy No. 1 was received positively 

because of its continuation of the history of easel paintings in China with slight novelty, 

the same reason it was praised by the critic Meng Meng for breaking “logocentrism.” 

Nevertheless, for feminist critics like Liao Wen, paintings of women mixed with some 

undecodable elements were not enough. When Liao Wen’s value standards were ascribed 

to Liu Hong’s work, any direct representation of females should be erased in order for 

women artists to truly speak of female perspectives in their own artistic language system. 

Thus, in Women’s Approach, Soliloquy No. 3 and No. 4 were received as second-grade 

compared to works by those women artists working with non-conventional mediums and 

content without female bodies. For instance, using banana plants, threads, and needles, 

etc., to symbolize feelings would take some time for the audience to dissect. This 

comparison of criticism of Liu Hong’s works highlighted the fact that critics evaluate 

artworks with their own ideological values in Women’s Art discourse. Precisely, how 

human/non-human content and medium became entangled with critical standards. These 

ideologies intertwined with the aesthetics of women artists’ works.108 
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Chapter 4: Lin Tianmiao and Cai Jin 

 

Alongside realist depictions of “female consciousness” in the paintings depicting 

women were female artists— Lin Tianmiao and Cai Jin— who engaged in non-

conventional mediums and styles. They paralleled the experimentation of multi-media art 

and abstraction in the general development of contemporary Chinese art, which was a 

manifestation of individualistic artists to express themselves through their chosen art 

form. This chapter turns to Lin Tianmiao’s The Proliferation of Thread Winding (1995) 

and Cai Jin’s Banana Plant No. 58 (1995) to examine the critical discussions of these two 

works and how these two artists responded to the critical discourse of Women’s Art.  

Lin made installations and Cai painted expressively on canvases and found 

objects. Critic Liao Wen identified both in her exhibition Women’s Approach to Chinese 

Contemporary Art as Women’s Art because of the artists’ biological sex and the 

perceived “femininity” of their works. Lin and Cai responded very differently to the 

label. Lin reacted strongly against the labeling of Women’s Art because of the 

assumption that gender divisions in art would continue to marginalize women. Cai, on the 

other hand, regarded art criticism as a mechanism irrelevant to artistic production and 

maintained that both should operate with their own autonomy. Instead of 

straightforwardly rejecting the label, I found that female Chinese artists Lin Tianmiao 

and Cai Jin both disassembled the critics’ framing of their works as Women’s Art. They 

achieved this by reframing the definition and vocalizing their understandings of 

Women’s Art, which then disengaged their works’ involvement with the discourse.  
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The dialogues between art critics and artists on the inclusion or exclusion in 

Women’s Art discourse in 1990s China reveal that there were fluid definitions of 

Women’s Art (i.e., art, by female artists, with female subjects, feminine characters, and 

feminist intents). This was a result of the partial transition of the gender discourses in the 

1990s— from an essentialist to a post-modernist gender position— and ambiguity on the 

critic’s part in claiming where the feminine or feminist of the work occurred. This is a 

common problem in feminist art criticism internationally, where the reader argues for 

certain feminist and feminine intents in artworks.109 Scholar Annette Kuhn reminds us to 

question where the feminine or feminist of art is located: “in the sex of the artist, in the 

content of the work, or in the reception by its audience.”110  

In 1998, the male art critic Jia Fangzhou attempted to summarize the 

developments of Women’s Art by organizing the exhibition Century Women in 

Beijing.111 In the catalog essay, he addressed a debate from the critical realm— namely, 

whether the discourse of Women’s Art actually existed.112 On the one hand, some critics 

had questioned the existence of Women’s Art because most female artists had not 

proclaimed their works as Women’s Art, thereby negating it. They argued that the 

categorization of Women’s Art is an arbitrary and top-down typology formed by critical 
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discussions.113 On the other hand, Jia and others thought that Women’s Art meant art 

showing female consciousness which they believed unquestionably existed in the works 

of female artists.114 For them, the evidence was the integration of craftwork, the 

personal, and the irrational in these works.115 This debate questioned the autonomy of the 

criticism concerning Women’s Art.  

The reason for this debate was that people took on different definitions of this 

term. This debate generated questions regarding the criticism and agency of Women’s 

Art. Can a critical discourse of Women’s Art be separated from the artists’ voice? Who 

has the authority to define Women’s Art? A critical reading of the works by Lin 

Tianmiao and Cai Jin will highlight this tension in which competing definitions of this 

term were presumed.  

 

LIN TIANMIAO- THE PROLIFERATION OF THREAD WINDING 

 

Born in 1961, Lin Tianmiao was in China during the 1980s with her artist-

husband Wang Gongxing. She returned from New York after spending seven years with 
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her husband and created her first work titled The Proliferation of Thread Winding in 

1995.116 The installation is comprised of a bed with needles that fill a central void. 

Radiating out of the bed are cotton threads with cotton thread balls lying on the floor. 

Projected on the pillow is a video of a pair of hands winding thread. Lin, in Thread 

Winding, attempted to subvert the traditional understanding of female consciousness 

associated with craft. In her Women’s Approach artist statement, she stated, “beneath the 

exterior of this seemingly mild and feminized behavior [of thread winding] was an 

inexplicable sense of threat and expansion.”117 Additionally, Lin sought to destabilize the 

feminine connotations of the thread, as her statement in the catalog revealed: “When … 

the threads are draped from the mattress and spread all over the ground, they immediately 

turn into something associated with maleness—most obviously sperm.”118   

Critic Liao Wen did not acknowledge the subversive elements of Lin’s 

statements. Instead she chose to interpret Lin’s use of a craftwork medium as a typically 

repetitive outlet for women’s mind and emotion.119 Thus, Liao characterized Lin’s work 

as quintessentially feminine and in accordance with conventional ideas about the female 

sex and their obligations to domesticity and craft. Liao suspected that women’s fondness 

of craft might be related to their complex emotions. The inventiveness Liao Wen found in 
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Lin’s work was surpassing the canon through an emphasis on women’s approach to the 

world. Nevertheless, the artist was actually attempting to overcome the rigid connotations 

associated with craft by demonstrating that the meaning of cotton thread can be easily 

changed. We can understand Liao Wen’s feminism, in scholar Griselda Pollock’s term, as 

“encounter[ing] the canon” as a structure of relativity.120 The feminine “appear[s] as 

merely instances of difference, and paradoxically confirm (rather than afflict) the 

canonical (normative) status of other practices by men.”121 By comparing the artists own 

statement and the critics’ framing of Thread Winding, we realize that the intended 

unraveling of the stereotyped message of Lin’s Thread Winding was reduced to an 

essentializing femininity. 

Lin was asked in a later interview whether she believed her work Thread Winding 

was a form of Women’s Art. Her response was, “I don’t think that art can be divided into 

men and women. Art has a single standard: it’s art. When these gender divisions are 

made, they are marginalizing women.”122 Here, she rejected the labeling of Women’s 

Art. However, curiously, in the same interview, she added, “I do think a lot of female 

artists do a better job of demonstrating intuition in their work. So, it is naturally different 

from work by male artists. But you can’t make divisions according to gender and declare: 

                                                 
120 Griselda Pollock, Differencing the Canon: Feminist Desire and the Writing of Art’s Histories, Re 

Visions (London; New York: Routledge, 1999), 25. 

121 Ibid. 

122 Peggy Wang and Lin Tianmiao, “Subversion, Culture Shock, and 'Women’s Art': An Interview with 

Lin Tianmiao,” N.paradoxa International Feminist Art Journal 29 (January 2012): 25. 
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‘This is Women’s Art.’”123 Lin Tianmiao’s inconsistent opinions on Women’s Art reveal 

her complex attitudes towards the term. 

While her voice on her Thread Winding was clouded in the Women’s Approach 

exhibition because of the critic’s framing of it, Lin spoke about her own work in terms of 

traditional stereotypes: Women’s Approach is the way of intuition, in contrast to male art, 

which by implication is the art of reason. In the currents of feminist discourses in China 

between the 1980s to the 1990s, critics, curators, and artists have continued the 

discourses of two types of feminism, and this divergence affected the way works by 

female artists were understood and how artists think of their works. 

From the above comment by Lin Tianmiao, we notice a strong resistance against 

the designation of her work as Women’s Art. In the following explanation by Lin as to 

what her perception of Women’s Art was, we can understand that Lin’s resistance to the 

Women’s Art discourse took effect by associating Women’s Art with a self-motivated 

feminist movement, which has not yet developed into an artist-led movement in China. 

Lin explained,  

The women’s movement has to do with feminist movements. But, in China, we 

don’t have this. ‘Holding up half the sky’ was an ideology given by Mao. It 

wasn’t born out of an empowerment movement. So, in China, this kind of need 

hasn’t arisen yet. Or, perhaps this need exists, but it hasn’t been recognized as a 

movement.124 

                                                 
123 Ibid. 

124 Ibid. 
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“Holding up half the sky” was a gender equality campaign enacted by Mao in the early 

1960s to encourage women to join the workforce to increase production.125 He expected 

women workers to achieve the same labor results as men. This campaign was, in fact, not 

an activist movement that women self-started. By turning the term Women’s Art to a 

non-existent discourse— though critics have been writing and constructing the discourse 

of Women’s Art through exhibitions and articles— Lin Tianmiao was able to have more 

control over her own works’ interpretation. In this case, the artist repudiated the very 

desire of the critic to interpret her work as feminine, even while believing that an 

essentialized femininity existed. This form of agency was possible because the meaning 

of Women’s Art itself was ambiguous, and one definition of it did not necessarily hold 

higher authority to the other.  

 

CAI JIN- BANANA PLANT NO. 58 

 

Born in 1965, Cai Jin briefly studied at the Central Academy of Arts in Beijing 

where she shaped her expressive painting style and started her long series works on just 

one motif: banana plants (fig. 22). “The banana plant’s decaying shape and color 

captivated me, as if the dying leaves and stem were still faintly breathing.”126 Cai Jin was 

struck by a nameless sensation, which propelled her to translate to the canvas what she 

                                                 
125 Jie Tao, Bijun Zheng, and Shirley L. Mow, eds., Holding Up Half the Sky: Chinese Women Past, 

Present, and Future, 1st Feminist Press ed (New York: Feminist Press at the City University of New York, 

2004), xxvi. 

126 Wu Hung, Transience, 83. 
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described as something familiar coming out of the paintbrush. The series started in 1991 

and was limited to canvas paintings. Starting from 1995, she experimented with painting 

banana plants on found objects, objects that are soft and often in contact with the body. 

She based the rationale behind the selection of objects on emotional urgency, as the artist 

put it, “I felt a need to paint on them.”127 “It was an attempt to supersede the canvas.”128   

Included in the Women’s Approach exhibition was Banana Plant No. 58, a 

flower-embroidered mattress with banana leaves painted on it, red on red. The banana 

plants are dense and fill one-third of bottom of the mattress. Only a few leaves grow as 

high as the upper two-thirds, leaving room for us to see the pattern of the mattress itself. 

Cai painted over the flower embroideries on the mattress and did not let them become 

part of the plant. With their lumpy texture, the red decaying plants resemble the body’s 

flesh. 

Liao Wen found in Cai Jin’s Banana Plant series expressions of ambiguous and 

bodily life consciousness, which in her view represented yet another attribute of 

Women’s Approach. Liao Wen explained that this kind of ambiguous expression is hard 

for the public to decipher, but nevertheless enriches this work and signals subtle 

rebelliousness through a clarity of female consciousness in its metaphor of the decaying 

plant to the encroachment of the body. She pointed out that Cai was not so concerned 

with how the public extracted meaning out of the work but, instead, how she sought her 

                                                 
127 Cai Jin, Cai Jin, ed. Gao Minglu (Hunan: Hunan Fine Art Publishing, 2012), 222. 

128 Ibid., 414. 
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own pleasure in the process of making it. Liao Wen determined that gaining pleasure 

from the process of making artworks more than concerning how they would be perceived 

was also part of Women’s Approach. 

In contrast to Lin Tianmiao, Cai Jin was rather detached from the discourse of 

Women’s Art. When asked whether she had contemplated the position of her works in 

the context of contemporary culture, she answered, “this is not something artists ponder. 

Because I live in the contemporary, my work will naturally be part of it.”129 Most of the 

time, Cai Jin refused to respond to questions related to gender. On occasions where she 

answered more directly as to whether she was bothered with the label “Women’s Art,” 

Cai Jin replied, “no, I don’t mind, because I am a woman myself.”130 Moreover, she 

added that women’s advantages in artistic creation germinated from their inborn nature, 

revealing that the artist believed in the essentially different ways that Chinese women 

perceived their worlds, similar to the position of Liao.  

Cai Jin did not object to Liao’s reading of her Banana Plant, because she 

accepted that anyone had the freedom to interpret her works as they see fit, and believed 

that biological sex was the only necessary criterion for determining what qualified as 

Women’s Art. Cai Jin’s attitude was particularly ambiguous; though she believed in 

objective femininity, her tautological response—namely, that art made by a woman was 

by definition “Women’s Art”—may indicate she was unaware of the critical meaning the 
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term had assumed in the critical discourse. But given the context, one could also argue it 

represented a desire to dismantle that critical discussions by subverting the terms of the 

question. Her amicable distance from the critical discourse was a way of questioning the 

very definition of Women’s Art. Cai took the term at its literal meaning of female artists’ 

works, which her works were, and thus she accepted the label. In redirecting the 

definition of Women’s Art in her own terms, and to its face value, Cai used her own 

voice, which the critics sought for validating their ascribed readings, to deconstruct the 

rigid categorizations applied to Banana Plant No. 58. 

In conclusion, while curator Liao Wen categorized Lin’s and Cai’s works as 

Women’s Approach, they were either dissatisfied or reserved towards this label. 

Nevertheless, both artists believed that women artists possessed unique sensibilities men 

did not have. These complex attitudes reveal the paradox these two artists faced when 

they encountered the discourses of feminism and Women’s Art. That is, they did not 

particularly favored the label of Women’s Art, but believed in an essentialized femininity 

that, ironically, was a central tenet of the very ideological discourse they were seeking to 

undermine.  

Lin Tianmiao’s and Cai Jin’s ideas about the place of Women’s Art in the 

evolving discourse of modern and contemporary Chinese art, and the framing of their 

works by the critical voice of Liao Wen, highlights a tension that tends to be overlooked 

in discussions about the history of contemporary Chinese Women’s Art, but which 

affords insight into the ways the Chinese art world evolved from the 1980s essentialized 

thinking about gender towards new attitudes influenced by Western feminism. As in so 
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many aspects of twentieth-century Chinese culture, what looks like rupture turns out, on 

closer examination, to contain subtle layers of old and new, tradition and innovation side 

by side.  
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Conclusion 

I first outlined the background for the formation of Women’s Art (Nüxing yishu), 

which was the shift to personal art experimentation, contemporary Chinese art entering a 

global art stage, and the entrance of Western feminist ideas. The first enabled women 

artists to create personalized artworks. The second and third motivated critics to actively 

establish the Women’s Art discourse in the form of criticism and exhibitions. In chapter 

two, I found that Women’s Art pointed to the incorporation of craft and representations 

of women or women’s minds. I argued that male artists of this period also applied 

domestic materials to their works. They represented in their art ambiguous life 

experiences as well as figurative and biographical content of oneself. This revealed that 

critics applied their own stereotypical ideas of feminity on women artists’ works. The 

motivations of Women’s Art critics forming this discourse were to gain visibility for 

women artists and to make contemporary Chinese art history comparable to developed 

countries.  

I discussed the art of four women artists active in China in the 1990s—Yu Hong, 

Liu Hong, Lin Tianmiao, and Cai Jin—and the critical conversations and exhibition 

themes of these works. These artists’ works were at some point labeled as Women’s Art, 

and I asked about the relationships between these works and the Women’s Art discourse. 

I found that content and style were closely related to their interpretations. Yu Hong’s 

Portrait series and Liu Hong’s Soliloquy series were easel paintings with figurative 

content of females. The subsequent exhibitions featured their works, and the critics’ 

discussions of these works were not limited to Women’s Art. Portrait showed in New 
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Generation and Soliloquy received an award in the Guangzhou Biennial where not one 

judge mentioned Women’s Art. The interpretations of Lin Tianmiao’s installation Thread 

Winding and Cai Jin’s painted mattress Banana Plant No. 58 were limited to gender. 

Their works do not include female bodies, and therefore, their critical interpretations have 

been limited to the discourse of Women’s Art. Lin and Cai did not particularly favor this 

label. Their tactics were to redefine the meaning of Women’s Art through their own 

voices.  

 In a recent interview in 2007, Chinese critic and curator Liao Wen reflected on 

her concept of Women’s Approach, which she thought might have been misleading 

because people had started asking her “Is this work Women’s Approach?”131 This 

question violated her original purpose of giving presence to women artists and not 

fixating on what qualifies as Women’s Approach. For Chinese critics and curators, the 

challenge is how to balance the efforts of enhancing female artists’ visibility by 

emphasizing difference with more particular ideas of how these works contribute to 

culture as a whole.132  

                                                 
131 Interview with Liao Wen, interview conducted by Du Bozhen and Weng Zijian, November 6, 2007, 

Asia Art Archive, Materials of the Future: Documenting Contemporary Chinese Art from 1980-1990. 

132 Katy Deepwell, “Feminist Curatorial Strategies and Practices Since the 1970s,” in New Museum 

Theory and Practice an Introduction, 64. 
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Figures 

 

 

Figure 1: Liu Hong, Soliloquy No. 1, 1991, oil on canvas. 
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Figure 2: Liu Hong, Soliloquy No. 3, 1994, oil on canvas. 
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Figure 3: Liu Hong, Soliloquy No. 4, 1994, oil on canvas. 
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Figure 4: Lin Tianmiao, The Proliferation of Thread Winding, 1995, white cotton 

thread, 20000 needles, TV screen, video, bed, rice paper.   
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Figure 5: Cai Jin, Banana Plant No. 58, 1995, oil on mattress. 
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Figure 6:  Shi Hui, Knot, 1994-1995, cotton thread and paper pulp. 
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Figure 7:  Chen Qiaoqiao, Lotus, 1991, chalk on unknown material. 
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Figure 8:  Sun Guojuan, Calm Desire 1, 1994, oil on canvas. 
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Figure 9:  Book cover of Wu Yongliu, ed., Works of the Chinese Nude Oils Exhibition 

(Guangxi: Guangxi People’s Publishing House, 1988).  
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Figure 10:  Jiang Xue, Fruit Picking, 1989, oil on canvas.   
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Figure 11:  Li Chen, Rose, 1990, oil on canvas.  
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Figure 12:  Chen Shuxia, Window-side Flower, 1989, oil on canvas.  
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Figure 13: Song Dong, A Kettle of Boiling Water, 1995, performance. 

 

Figure 14: Zhu Jinshi, Sudden Enlightenment, 1994, medical needles and bed.  
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Figure 15: Qiu Zhijie, Assignment No. 1: Copying “Orchid Pavilion Preface,” 1992-

1995, ink on rice paper.  
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Figure 16: Zheng Hao, Thursday Afternoon, 1995, oil on canvas. 
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Figure 17: Yang Shaobing, No. 8, 1997, oil on canvas. 
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Figure 18: Yu Hong, Red and Green Portrait, 1989, oil on canvas. 
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Figure 19: Yu Hong, Beige Portrait, 1989, oil on canvas. 
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Figure 20: Yu Hong, Purple Portrait, 1989, oil on canvas. 
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Figure 21: Cover of ed. Xu Hong, Meishu Wenxian, no. 2 (1995).  

 

  

http://www.meishuwenxian.com/tag/1995
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Figure 22: Photo of banana plants Cai Jin took, year unknown. 
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